ZOK has formulated and
manufactured gas turbine
compressor cleaning ﬂuids
since 1980.

ZOK Demin Water
Free from impurities
and contaminants
Demineralised water
manufactured using the
Reverse Osmosis process.

ZOK have extensive experience of delivering long-term commercial
and environmental benefits to our worldwide customer base via our
dedicated global distribution network.

ZOK Approvals

Aviation

ZOK is approved by Major Gas Turbine Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs), including:

ZOK cleans gas turbine
compressors in challenging and
changeable environments – so it’s
no wonder that the MoD and civil
aviation companies from around
the world have been using ZOK for
over 35 years to keep their jet
engines in peak condition.

Military

Since the early eighties the MoD
have relied on the cleaning power
of ZOK to keep their rotary and
fixed wing aircraft in peak
condition.

Distribution Network

In 40 markets worldwide ZOK’s global stock holding distributors
near to you can quickly provide ZOK products. This means any
of the 4 GT compressor cleaning solutions are near at hand
ready when you need them most.

Oil / Gas

ZOK cleaning products are
biodegradable and water-based.
Specifically designed for use in
ecologically sensitive
environments, they are approved by
all leading engine manufacturers.

ZOK Certiﬁcations

Power Stations

ZOK is an international brand used
to clean all types of gas turbine
compressors from the smallest
unit to the largest power
generating engines.

ZOK International Group Ltd
Elsted, Midhurst, West
Sussex GU29 0JT
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 333 700 2727

E: zok@zok.com

www.zok.com

Gas Turbine Cleaner
& Corrosion Inhibitor

ZOK | INNOVATION

Bio-degradable formula for all
gas turbine engines
A research & development program ensures ZOK’s future
as a global leader in the manufacture & distribution of
water-based, biodegradable, environmentally responsible
gas turbine compressor cleaning fluids. We provide our
customers with a competitive advantage in all markets.
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ZOK | QUALITY

Approved by all major gas
turbine manufacturers
ZOK’s specialist personnel guarantees that all ZOK users
have access to the best in customer service, ensuring
operators have the opportunity to call upon ZOK’s
expertise to provide product support that makes the
difference when it comes to clean, efficient gas turbine
compressors.

ZOK | TRUST

Proven cleaning formula
endorsed by the British MoD
Approved and used by Major Gas Turbine Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and leading global
operators in all industry sectors.
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Our Product Range: What’s the difference?

Availability: Pack Sizes

ZOK 27 products are pH neutral and contain an effective corrosion
inhibitor.

ZOK products are avaiable in both concentrate and pre-diluted Ready
To Use (RTU) form in the following pack sizes:

ZOK MX products have a higher pH, for more challenging cleaning
requirements, without the added corrosion inhibitor.
ZOK GOLD STANDARD products are designed to meet the requirements of the OSPAR Convention for reduced environmental impact in
sensitive marine environments, such as the North Sea. This scheme is
administered by CEFAS in the UK.

25 Litre
Can

6.6 US Gallons

210 Litre
Drum

55.5 US Gallons

1,000 Litre
IBC

264 US Gallons

